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Q4 2015 Market Summary
As we enter a new year, global capital markets have been volatile, continuing the challenging
conditions that characterized much of last year. Although the global economy is still slowly
growing, many bond and equity markets are being affected by a combination of factors, including
several sharp sell-offs in the Chinese stock market, sinking commodity prices, soft economic data
and uncertainty surrounding the U.S. Federal Reserve’s decision to raise interest rates for the first
time since the financial crisis.
In 2015, the unstable conditions led to mixed results for equity markets. The MSCI World Index registered a modest 0.3% loss for
2015 in U.S. dollar terms, including dividends. The Canadian dollar’s weakness against the U.S. dollar and other global currencies,
however, resulted in a gain of 18.9% for the index in Canadian dollar terms. This performance reflects stronger results for markets in
the U.S. and Japan and mixed results in Europe and other Asian countries. Similarly, the benchmark S&P 500 Index in the U.S. added
1.0% (including dividends) in U.S. currency, a return that was magnified to 20.5% when expressed in Canadian dollars. The welldiversified U.S. market continues to benefit from the country’s economic recovery, with improving housing and employment data
underpinning business confidence.
Canada’s commodity-heavy S&P/TSX Composite Index, meanwhile, was once again weighed down in 2015 by weakening prices for
oil, metals and other commodities and lagged most other developed markets. As the price of oil fell toward US$35 per barrel, the
benchmark index headed lower to finish the year with a total return of -8.3%. Equity index results for the commodity-sensitive
emerging markets and Latin America were also negative.
Given the slow pace of economic activity in most parts of the world, most central banks are keeping monetary policy highly
accommodative to growth. The U.S. Federal Reserve’s announcement on December 16 that it would raise short-term interest rates
by 0.25%, however, was an important acknowledgement that the U.S. economy has substantially recovered from the financial crisis
of 2008. Nevertheless, government bond yields remained muted and the FTSE TMX Canada Universe Bond Index, a measure of
government and investment-grade corporate bonds, added 1.1% in the fourth quarter of 2015 for a gain of 3.5% for the year. The
U.S. high-yield bond market experienced a stronger reaction to market conditions, losing 4.6% in 2015 in U.S. dollars.
Looking ahead, there are many reasons to be both cautious and optimistic about the strength of the global economy and the
direction of capital markets. Two of the world’s largest economies, the U.S. and China, continue to expand and inflation remains low
in most economies. The Fed has reassured investors that further rate increases will occur gradually, to avoid stalling the global
economy’s muted growth. Elsewhere, central banks in Europe, China and Japan and Canada have taken steps to keep interest rates
low and to stimulate their economies. While the fundamental economic conditions remain supportive for many global businesses,
some experts warn that these divergent policies are likely to result in further volatility for investment markets over the coming
months.
Although the headlines about volatile markets can be unsettling, it is important to keep the big picture in mind. Equity markets, in
particular, are often subject to temporary ups and downs, but over the longer term, the general direction has been up. We continue
to believe that a well-diversified portfolio that reflects your financial goals and tolerance for risk can help to smooth those peaks and
valleys, as well as provide an excellent opportunity for building wealth over time during times of volatility.
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The information in this letter is derived from various sources, including CI Investments, Signature Global Asset Management, The Globe and Mail, National Post and Trading Economics. Index
information was provided by TD Newcrest and PC Bond. This material is provided for general information and is subject to change without notice. Every effort has been made to compile this
material from reliable sources; however, no warranty can be made as to its accuracy or completeness. Before acting on any of the above, please contact me for individual financial advice
based on your personal circumstances.

